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T
he underground car park of istanbul’s marmara 
Pera Hotel is an unlikely place in which to discover the 
past, present and future of Anatolian cuisine. There, amid 
the fluorescent lights and graffiti, is the prep kitchen of 
Mikla, Mehmet Gürs’ New Anatolian restaurant, which is 
situated 18 floors above. The bunker-like space is the 
domain of two of the Turkish-Finnish chef ’s ‘dream team’, 
a passionate band of young chefs and people best 

described as food anthropologists. Inside, head chef Cihan Çetinkaya 
and ingredients sleuth Tangör Tan gleefully unwrap their latest 
consignment of goodies: garlands of sun-dried aubergine skins and 
red pepper hulls, necklaces of pinky-nail-sized baby okra, a bag of 
smoky chilli flakes the colour of molten lava and another of the 
lemony sumac more commonly associated with Lebanon. 

There are also sacks of wafers of tarhana — fermented and dried 
wheat chips brittle as caramel. One kind is flecked with chilli; 
another, more nubbly version, looks like dried porridge and is so 
thoroughly artisan it still bears the imprints of the fingers that 
made it. Mehmet tries some grape leather stuffed with pistachios 
that’s just arrived from Izmir. “I don’t like the texture,” he declares 
after chewing solemnly on a chunk for a minute or two.

Mehmet employs Tangör Tan expressly to travel round Turkey 
and neighbouring regions, such as Armenia, Syria, Iraq, Iran, 
Greece and Bulgaria, in search of these products. These treasures 
might be undiscovered outside their region, and often come with 
attendant customs and cultures that are as important as the 
product itself. Since this quest began six years ago the Mikla team 
has discovered 250 small producers in Turkey alone.

Every ingredient brought into the prep kitchen has a story 
about the person — or entire family or community — behind it: 
Yerlim organic fruit vinegars made by a wealthy Turkish matron 
who built her farm from scratch on the outskirts of Istanbul; tall 
bottles of Tiflipasa tahini made to the same family recipe since 
1775, and Dr Tan’s olive oil — a production that’s been going strong 
for 500 years. Fridges are filled with pungent raw milk cheese from 
Divle and sensational buffalo clotted cream with a papery, almost 
crisp skin, known as kaymak. Cool rooms yield slabs of crunchy, 
candied pumpkin, dried beef and Antep ‘bird shit’ (pistachios). It’s 
this extraordinary battery of authentic regional ingredients that 
forms the backbone of the food served at Mikla, and is at the core 
of a painstaking project to document their provenance and 
potential. Dining at Mikla is like eating history in the making. 

The Ottoman Empire’s six-century reign, from 1299 to 1922, 
placed Constantinople, as Istanbul was then called, straddling the 
East and the West and their attendant social, political, geographical 
and fiscal differences. “This kind of position makes you open to 
everything whether you like it or not,” Mehmet says. When the 
empire crumbled, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, otherwise known as 
Father of the Turks, became the first president of the Republic of 
Turkey in 1923, and the political, social and economic reforms that 
followed were instrumental in shaping a modern, more secular 
country, freed from the shackles of the old empire.

These days the region looks in real danger of sliding away  
from Atatürk’s ideals towards a more religious, conservative,  
industrialised and consumer-driven society. You need only see the 
increasing numbers of veiled women on the street (a rare sight five 
years ago) and billboard ads for handbags featuring models in 
hijab, or the sprawling factories and car manufacture zones pierced 
by the minarets of new mosques to get a sense of the dichotomy. 
“It’s not as simple as the bridging of cultures,” Mehmet continues. 
“They rub up against each other, merge and separate in an endless 
ebb and flow, and we are part of that.” With 70 per cent of the 
population living in the cities and Istanbul expanding at a furious 

zeki and sevgi hand in hand 
among the sheep and goats.
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d i v L e  C av e  C h e e s e 
LoCation the village of divle/ üçharman in Karaman

the pungent raw milk divle cave cheese is made in a sheepskin sack (tulum) and gets its name from 
the cave where it is stored and matured. Located under a hill about �km south-east of the village of 
üçharman (formerly called divle) in the Central anatolian province of Karaman, the cave or sinkhole 
dates back 3�� years. the local bacteria in the cave, which has a temperature of 4ºC and humidity of 
85 per cent, give the cheese its unique attributes. every year between april and June, milk from sheep 
and goats is processed and pressed into the sacks. because the cave entrance is 37m from the surface, 
cheeses are lowered up and down by a pulley system. the cheese is stored for five to six months on cedar 
shelving in the cave, which has a capacity of about 7� tonnes, although only about 4� per cent is used.

M a n t i  du M P L i n g
LoCation throughout anatolia

in a traditional mantı dumpling meat is ground, mixed with spices, stuffed into an unleavened dough 
shell, and steamed. the shell absorbs the juices of the fatty meat inside. the dumplings can be found 
throughout what was once the silk road, stretching from Japan to turkey as well as Central asia and 
the Middle east. Most reference works state that the name comes from the Chinese word man tou and, 
although this type of dumpling is considered native to Central asia, it’s thought to have come from 
an even more ancient Chinese dish, initiated by the uighurs (a turkic ethnic group living in eastern 
and Central asia). their version is called mantau (bread cooked in steam). Preparation techniques and 
ingredients differ from location to location and according to culture and class. in some parts of anatolia 
mantı the size of hazelnuts are baked in the oven and then eaten with garlic, yogurt and browned butter. 
in wealthy communities the stuffing could include minced mutton, whereas peasants would stuff theirs 
with legumes or vegetables only.
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rate as more people move in every day, the challenge for Mehmet 
and his team is how to both conserve and develop a food culture. 

“With no farmers, there’s no food, no future,” Mehmet declares. 
“The geographical diversity of this region is unprecedented. There 
is a huge range of foods that are unknown to many and I feel we 
have a responsibility to preserve, resurrect and look forward: to 
build a harmony between the past and the future that not only 
helps create more interesting foods, but also helps to get products 
out, ensuring not only their survival, but the survival of the 
communities or families that create them. This is how chefs can 
directly impact biodiversity on this planet, but I also believe we 
have the right to go completely nuts creatively with that.”

a self-confessed family man with a big smile, 
whose values spread into his work, Mehmet operates like 
the head of a large extended clan, employing people 
who, for the most part, have been with him since the 
start. After studying in the usa, Mehmet returned to 
Istanbul in 1996 and opened a Scandinavian, French and 
American-themed restaurant with his father and uncle. 
“It was weird food,” he confesses, “but there was a 

five-hour wait for dinner every night and we were attracting 
serious players like the then Prime Minister. I was 27 years old, 
cocky as hell, and we were very successful. But at some point I got 
this nagging doubt that it wasn’t really me. 

“Eventually we shut the place down and I opened a nightclub 
that did burgers, pizza and pasta by maxing out my credit card, and 
those of a couple of employees. We did that for nine years, but that 
wasn’t really me either. Eventually I realised that what I really 
wanted to do was decent food that had provenance and soul, but 
that wasn’t bound by rules and regulations. I think it’s very impor-
tant to respect tradition, but not get stuck in the rut of it. You have 
to dare to embrace the new while honouring the old. Looking back, 
I suppose I was longing for the other half of me, the Scandinavian-
Finnish half, which is more open-minded, more open to change. It 
was 2005 and that was when Mikla came about.” 

Some might say it was serendipity that brought together the 
team that he still has in place today. Sabiha Apaydın started working 
front of house and her role has since evolved to his all-seeing, all- 
knowing right-hand woman, while head chef Çetinkaya, whom 
Mehmet had known for 14 years, came on board after working at 
the Ritz-Carlton in Dublin. There was no fine-dining in Istanbul at 
that time and Mikla was an immediate hit. But, as with his previous 
restaurant, Mehmet was tormented because it still didn’t feel right. 

“There was no such thing as the modern way,” he recalls. “The 
1990s in food was like the 1980s in clothes, it was quite dull with 
very little local food and lots of expensive imports. It took me two 
to three years to shape up. I knew very little about the country I 
was in. But gradually I began to explore where I was and its 
potential. Anatolia has four very clearly defined seasons, three very 
different seas — Black, Mediterranean and Aegean — numerous 
mountainous regions, deserts, lakes and rivers, a giant modern 
metropolis, ancient, mythical cities and tiny, hidden troglodyte 
villages. I felt like I was re-learning everything. 

“Then Tangör showed up again. He’d worked for me as a cook 
in the early days, but had won a scholarship to study at the 
University of Gastronomic Sciences in 2004. Tangör is incredibly 
smart, and was treated almost like the son of [Slow Food founder] 
Carlo Petrini, so when I heard he was back I called him. I could see 
that a really great team was coming together, we were becoming a 
family, and this was when the idea for developing a New Anatolian 
cuisine took hold. At first the service and food were awful, people 
even walked out — the minute you step out of tradition people say 

Mehmet gürs in tire.
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d e v r e K  ta r h a n a  so u P
LoCation devrek, zonguldak

Tarhana is a grain-based fermented product indigenous to anatolia, particularly to the eastern black 
sea region. in general, tarhana is made by mixing sourdough, yogurt, wheat flour, tomatoes, onion, 
spices, various cooked vegetables like pepper, and the yellow-flowered tarhana herb and leaving it 
to ferment for one to seven days. sometimes yeast is added as well. in devrek tarhana, sourdough, 
strained yogurt and sliced vegetables are combined in whatever proportions the cook chooses, and the 
mud-like, semi-liquid mixture is left to ferment at ��–�5ºC for three to five days. after fermentation, 
the dough is prepared by adding as much flour as possible to the mixture, which is then left to referment  
at room temperature for another �5 days. Finally the dehydrated dough is passed through a sieve to 
turn it into a granular form, which is then ground. while tarhana is often used in soups, Mikla also 
serves dried tarhana wafers.

yo g u rt
LoCation throughout anatolia

anatolian legend has it that the ancient turkic people in Central asia were the first people to make 
yogurt — one of the earliest fermented milk products. while there is no precise evidence of who invented 
it and where, it’s thought that yogurt may have been discovered by chance when ancient man stored 
milk in animal intestines, where the natural enzymes acted upon the milk, fermenting it and producing 
accidental yogurt. the earliest findings linked to the domestication of cows are in Libya in around 
9,000 bCe, but it is known that the Central asian turks consumed horse milk yogurt, called kumis, 
long before cows’ milk was used.

grilled octopus, pickled green plums, mandarin zest, cabbage, dried grey 
mullet roe, sumac, isot (dried turkish chilli pepper) and devrek tarhana. 
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C a n d i e d  P u M P K i n
LoCation south-east anatolia

when quicklime (calcium oxide) reacts with water and rests overnight, it turns into a highly alkaline 
solution. in turkish, this is called milky way or cream of quicklime. the solution is a kind of preservative 
that people in the south-east of anatolia and the Middle east use to preserve soft-fleshed vegetables 
or fruits, for example pumpkins, turning them into a crunchy candied delicacy. the alkaline solution 
penetrates the pumpkin’s tissue and cell walls to form a hard, glassy outer surface. Pumpkins sit in the 
solution overnight and are then boiled in sugar syrup. the interaction of simple sugars from the syrup 
and fruit sugars from the pumpkin help strengthen the formation of the hard outer shell. without ap-
plying this technique, the pumpkin would eventually soften and break down when boiled in sugar syrup. 

K a r aya K a  s h e e P
LoCation Karadeniz bölgesi (black sea region)

the Karayaka, a highland sheep raised in the Karadeniz region, is much prized for its meat, wool and 
milk, in that order. accounting for only 3.5 per cent of anatolia’s total sheep population, the Karayaka 
gets its name from a black v-shaped spot on its shoulder. its meat is tastier and more tender than 
other anatolian sheep breeds because of the way fat is uniformly distributed between its thin muscle 
fibres, resulting in a beautifully marbled meat. shepherds traditionally take the sheep to graze in the 
highlands in summer and the low plains in winter, which also enhances the quality of the meat.

Karayaka lamb with salted yogurt, rehydrated plum pestil (fruit leather) 
with a sour pomegranate reduction and braised kabalak (coltsfoot). Pumpkin, ‘bird shit’ ice cream, tahin, grape molasses. 
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sa K i z  a rt i C h o K e
LoCation Çeşme & Karaburun peninsula

the sakız ‘smyrna’ artichoke is one of two important local artichoke cultivars in anatolia. originating from the island of Chios, 
the sakız was brought to Çeşme and the Karaburun peninsula in the aegean region, where conditions are particularly suitable  
for this early artichoke. the saline influence of the aegean and the inorganic substances in the groundwater contribute to its  
distinctive flavour. another, much bigger artichoke, bayrampasa, is mainly grown in the Marmara region, and is a late cultivar.
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getting it back to Istanbul. Fresh, wild herbs from the east of 
Turkey, for example, are a 23-hour drive away. Tangör mainly 
sleeps in the car, or otherwise at producers’ homes. He’s 
discovered that women are often his greatest sources thanks 
to a long tradition of oral storytelling, which frequently reveals 
an interesting ingredient or recipe. He also often travels with 
his wife, Güher Gürcan Tan, whose presence makes extracting 
information from more conservative communities much 
easier. “I grew up alone with just my mum,” he recalls “and so 
I have a special interest in working with women — it just 
seems closer and more natural to me. If I find products 
produced by women I go for it. Out of our producers, 60 to 65 
per cent are women.”

At 5am one morning, Mehmet and Tangör head an 
expedition to Samsun on the Black Sea coast, along with 
Çetinkaya and Apaydın. We’re on the trail of a breed of 
highland sheep, called Karayaka, in the remote Canik mountain 
range. Led by Ibrahim Uyanik, a former mountain guide 
turned Slow Food entrepreneur, whose family lives and farms 
in the village of Sahinkaya (formerly called Buruk), we feel like 
we’re headed to the very end of the earth. The road zigzags 
through jagged countryside, scarred by dam after dam and 
enclosed by dark, ominous-looking mountains forming a 
natural protection for vast hazelnut forests — many of which 
are owned by Nutella producer Ferrero — and small tobacco 
plantations. Finally, we arrive at a cluster of precarious-looking 
dwellings made from wood and brick. Uyanik’s family already 
has breakfast on the go near the wood-fired stove of the first- 

Sucuka thinks it has great potential as a pre-dessert ice cream: 
satisfyingly creamy, despite being one hundred per cent 
dairy-free, and with a refreshing tang. “I’m using ancestral 
Siyez and Üveyik wheat from a farmer who is passionate 
about the recuperation of ancient grains. These are some of 
the purest and best, but generally the quality of the products 
we’re finding, their history and provenance just blows my 
mind,” he says. As the newest addition to the team — Sucuka 
only joined the lab six months ago — he completes the circle, 
often travelling with Tangör to bring a chef ’s eye to the 
process, as well as developing the product once it gets back to 
Istanbul. It made me wonder: could the answer to many 
modern food issues, wheat and dairy allergies, excessive meat 
consumption, overfishing the seas, be held in these ancient 
traditions and ingredients? 

The magnitude of the Mikla project is immense. Tangör 
alone drives an average of 65,000km a year. He drinks about 
30 cups of tea a day and knows the best pee stops in every 
municipality. One of the essential tricks in rural areas — and 
the majority of these places are extremely remote — is to drink 
a lot of tea. “No matter how many cups you’ve had, you must 
keep drinking tea,” he assures me. “It opens people’s hearts 
and minds and lets us in, and that counts for everything.” 

“We all go on these trips once in a while,” Mehmet tells 
me later, “because it’s so important that we all connect with 
our suppliers, that we understand what it is they do. Without 
that input we can’t move forward with what we do.” 

Once a product has been tracked down, the problem is in 

record everything, take photographs, make short films, finally, 
at the end of my fifth year of doing this, we’re much more 
certain about how to go about looking for products.”

a
bout a year ago, mehmet set up a system 
to compile all this research into a searchable, digital 
archive that must surely be one of the most extensive, 
continuously growing of its kind in the world. It 
logs information that includes the product’s Latin 
name, location, longitude and latitude, heritage, 
history and provenance, characteristics, other places 
it might be found, regional characteristics for 

production including climate, soil, water, growing methods, 
behaviour and diet in the case of animals, morphologic 
properties, productivity potential, how it is produced, the 
technology and tools used, post-production handling, local 
dishes attached to the product, videos and photographs, 
development of the product in the Mikla lab kitchen and the 
final dishes that will end up on the menu. So far 670 products 
have been logged and, out of some 3,000 tests, around 25 per 
cent are considered interesting enough to make it into the 
Mikla lab kitchen for further development. 

In stark contrast to the car park basement prep kitchen, 
the lab is a bright and airy space, filled with sleek, state-of-
the-art equipment and presided over by r&d chef Sina 
Sucuka. He’s working on boza, a fermented drink made from 
grain, in this case bulgur, which is traditionally served on the 
street with roasted chickpeas, cinnamon and sugar. But 

you are wrong. But we kept coming back to the importance of 
authenticity, preserving traditional food sources, but still 
being creative, supporting their evolution. Then you protect 
the old through the new. You can save rare products, plants 
and livestock, and secure their future.”

In many ways Tangör was the key to bringing this together. 
He remembers receiving a call from Mehmet in 2009 that he 
thought had to be a joke. “He was on the end of the phone 
saying, ‘We’re going to give you a car and then we want you 
to drive around the country and surrounding regions looking 
for high-quality, delicious produce. We’ll pay you.’” By the 
time it had sunk in that this dream job really had landed in 
his lap, Tangör was already on the way to Izmir, the town 
where he’d grown up and coincidentally given lectures on 
anthropology. It proved an excellent base for connecting with 
local people, particularly those in rural areas outside the city. 

“I soon realised we needed a much wider perspective,” he 
told me one rainy afternoon, driving through Istanbul rush- 
hour traffic. “We needed to find the heritage of each product, 
technique or recipe in order to understand it. For example, 
how it goes from a grape to grape molasses, and then work 
with it back at the lab kitchen. I believe that the only way to 
do this is to find out who is behind it, what tools they use, 
whether they are a family or an individual, if they have kids 
or not — if they do then it has a hope of being sustainable, 
because the truth is we are losing ingredients and knowledge 
every day — and what traditions are in place. Does it migrate 
from village to village? Do they celebrate it during festivals? I 

tangör tan at tire market. Mehmet gürs plays with sevgi.
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s h e e P  r u M e n 
LoCation rural areas across anatolia

Mammals, such as sheep, goats and cattle, that get their nutrients from plants by fermenting them in  
a four-stomach system, are called ruminants. the first stomach in this system is called the rumen.  
beef rumen is most commonly known in cuisine as tripe but sheep’s rumen can be used in the same way. 
in some parts of anatolia, especially in the rural areas, villagers and peasants still use sheep rumen for 
making cheese.

floor living room. Chequered blankets are spread across the 
floor and laden with an uncle’s fresh honeycomb from a neigh- 
bouring village, homemade halva, an entire roast chicken, 
bitter brown olives, boiled eggs and piles of bread still hot 
from the wood-fired oven that occupies its own room outside. 

An old man, Hasan Yıldırım, sits among us while his wife 
Nefise, son Dursun and daughter-in-law Bayramiye busy 
themselves serving tea, and tells the story of his shrinking 
village. It’s a familiar one across much of Turkey. His two 
grandchildren, the sweetest little guys, Sevgi aged five, and 
Ibo about two, are the only kids left in this village. Most of 
the families have gone to the towns in search of work, which 
is generally poorly paid. They call them “city slaves”. But 
Uyanik, whose father is a well-respected businessman in 
renewable energy, has big ideas about regenerating the area 
for animal husbandry. “These highlands run all the way to 
Georgia,” he tells me between sips of hot, sweet tea, “and this 
type of animal husbandry is a traditional skill of the Caucasian 
shepherds who take sheep to graze in the highlands in the 
summer and to the low plains in the winter, resulting in a 
quality of meat that is extremely high.” Indeed, nobody had 
realised quite how high-quality the meat was until Mehmet 
and his team came along. “We can now see a future of 
co-operative animal husbandry — meat and wool — that could 
give new life to the region and encourage people to stay in 
the villages,” he says. “And I think we can add butter and 
cheese alongside other natural products like foraged herbs, 
wild fruit and honey, all from the Canik mountain range.”

T
urkey doesn’t really have anything 
like  an appellation d’origine contrôlée certification 
but, thanks to family connections, Uyanik is close 
enough to the agricultural ministry to stand a 
chance of pushing through a certification for the 
highland lamb. If he is successful it would pave the 
way for other small producers, many of whom are 
already being shored up by the Mikla legacy. 

“Imagine if in ten years’ time the Black Sea region was the 
biggest lamb producer in the world,” Uyanik says as we take 
our leave from breakfast. “Wouldn’t that be something?”

Outside in the yard, a year-old sheep waits peacefully for 
the inevitable. His life has been good — he’s spent all of it in 
the open air, roaming the mountaintops and nibbling wild 
herbs, tender leaves and shoots, so when the time comes the 
whole family gather round to see him off. It’s a reverent 
occasion; everyone is silent as the sound of steel on stone 
slices through the air. Dursun, who is given the responsible 
task, gently lays the beast down, cooing all the while as he 
strokes the animal’s shoulder. Then, quick as a whip, steel 
cuts flesh and a river of blood as red as the spring poppies 
that fill the hedgerows all around pours onto the ground. 
There is no bleating from the sheep, not a murmur from the 
people, even the children are silent as the animal’s life fades 
away. Far from being grotesque, it is moving to observe the 
deep respect this family shows for the animal. Then suddenly 
all around the cocks crow, songbirds twitter madly in the 

trees, the children run in and out of the house bringing flat 
breads and honey, and just like that life returns to normal. 

“When you’re dealing with the preservation of products 
within the sphere of the restaurant you have to ensure the 
quality not only of the product, but of the relationship you 
have with the people who look after that product,” Mehmet 
explains when it’s all over. “This sort of ritual is very impor-
tant and hot-headed young chefs can risk everything if they 
don’t understand what’s behind it.” His intention is to buy the 
whole animal, probably starting with 10 to 15 a week, and 
make everything from tartar with the heart, to smoked lamb 
sausages with the intestines. Uyanik already hangs the meat 
for five days, and Mehmet will add another week, but wants 
to play around with using very fresh versus hung meat. This 
lamb will be our lunch after slowly roasting in a wood-fired 
oven for the next four or five hours, which gives us just 
enough time to head up to the highlands and see the sheep in 
their natural environment. 

On the windswept tops, with starkly beautiful views, 
ruddy-faced shepherds in silvery shirts gather around a 
campfire making tea, their German shepherds and mastiffs at 
their heels. Their melodic whistles echo all around as little 
Sevgi strolls towards us hand-in-hand with Zeki, a 75-year-
old shepherd: it’s like an apparition of the past and the future. 
Zeki was born on the mountain — his father had shot a man 
and this is where he’d come to hide out — and he says he can’t 
live without this land, even though his wife, brother and 
daughter have all gone. Now it’s just him, the sheep and 
wolves. “A month ago I saw five of them,” he tells me. “I shot 
one, but not before they’d had nine sheep.” Were you scared? 
“Not for me, but for the sheep, yes.” I ponder this lifestyle 
during the two-hour walk back down the mountain as the sun 
sets against chiselled terraces and the frenzied jangling of 
bells echoes across the valleys as the sheep gambol home, but 
in the end I could see why Zeki was loath to lose it, and why 
little Sevgi was so at home and happy in it.

The next morning we go off in search of artichokes — a 
national obsession — on the Karaburun peninsula on the 
Aegean coast. It’s a breathtakingly beautiful spot: sapphire 
blue inlets and turquoise bays framed by mountain peaks 
stretching heavenwards and hedgerows bright with wild 
flowers. It was one of the first places Tangör visited. “I kept a 
camp stove in the car,” he says, “and I would stop at each 
field, take a couple of artichokes, cook them up and try them. 
Eventually I found one field where the artichokes were 
nuttier, sweeter and creamier than all the others, and after a 
lot of asking around I found the farmer, Ersïn, and his wife 
Esin, who grew them.” Known as Chios artichokes, their 
secret is an underground spring in the middle of the field, 
which ensures they get just enough water to keep them 
plump without rotting them. Mikla buys around 15,000 of 
them a year just for mezze, all of which are carefully trimmed 
and put in jars by local women on site. We take a jar to a little 
restaurant in the fishing village of Ildiri, where they are 
drained, marinated with plenty of salt, lemon juice, thyme, 
oregano and chilli flakes and then chargrilled and served with 
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some just-caught fish we picked up at a local fishmonger. It’s one of the best things 
any of us have ever eaten. 

But the place that seems to hold almost mythic status in the hearts and minds of 
the Mikla team is the produce market in Tire, which Tangör assures me is the best 
in Turkey. When he and Çetinkaya go there to shop for the restaurant they drive 
eight hours overnight from Istanbul, refuel on the famed kokoreç (grilled stuffed 
lambs intestines) of Izmir, and get to Tire by 5am in order to get the best haul when 
the vendors start arriving at 6am. Then they breakfast on chunks of lamb taken from 
a whole side that’s been slowly cooked in a terracotta wood-fired pit called a tandir, 
sprinkled with spices and served with a fatty gorbasi (soup), before driving back. 
Even that has been integrated into Mehmet’s plans. “It’s a way to bring these very 
traditional cooking methods into the mainstream, to remind people of a culinary 
heritage that goes beyond the actual food.”

Before we get to the market, Tangör removes his earring. “It’s a very conservative 
community,” he explains when I ask him about it. “It’s what I did from the start, and 
now I must follow my own rules.” Certainly, he’s a well respected figure as we amble 
the narrow lanes lined by stalls sagging beneath the weight of large bunches of 
garlic, roses, lilac and lavender, wild asparagus, baby nettles, oregano and basil, as 
well as herbs we’ve never seen, many of them with their roots still thick with mud so 
they can be replanted at home. There are sacks of fruit leathers, tarhana wafers, 
whirls of fresh butter, buckets of the creamy kaymak and oozingly fresh honeycomb. 
Tangör’s colleagues tease him as the women call out, “Tangör, where have you  
been, where is your wife, how long are you staying?” About 80 per cent of the 
vendors are women who come down to the main town from no less than 65 scattered 
villages, all of them producing different local specialities. The enormity of the 
variety is a little overwhelming.  

One of these villages, perched high in the hills above Tire, is home to the 
legendary Kaplan restaurant, opened 23 years ago by Lüfti Çakir, who still runs it 
today. When his son, Serkan, a former music professor, came home to help out he 
found his true calling. Celebrated for their sensibility to local cuisine, especially the 
use of green plants and herbs, the Çakirs have a philosophy that represents the rural 
counterpart to what Mikla is trying to do. The two businesses feed off each other’s 
knowledge and exchange ideas. Serkan shops in the market every Tuesday and Friday. 
His father, who forages for nearly everything else, takes us into the immediate forest 
to show us some of what he’s uncovered. We gather big bunches of wild sorrel, 
oregano and sage, but it’s a wild orchid he wants to show us. “The bulbs were once 
used as a stabiliser in ice creams,” he tells me, carefully digging one up to show me, 
and then delicately replanting it precisely where it came from. “It’s now illegal to 
gather them, but of course people do, so there’s a process of re-education to go 
through and people like Tangör, Cihan and Mehmet are a very important part of that.” 

The result of their combined efforts is 20 or so very different, largely vegetarian, 
mezze-style dishes, comprising plants many of us have never seen before, like tender 
shoots of menengiç, nicknamed wild pistachio locally because it’s used as root stock 
for grafting pistachios. Boiled for an hour or so, then bathed in a simple emulsion of 
crushed garlic, lemon juice and olive oil, the shoots retain their bite, but have a 
sweetly nutty flavour that’s not like anything else and completely addictive. 

On the journey back to Istanbul I see the pieces fitting together. When you dine 
on dishes like pea zeytinyagli (cooked in olive oil); wild sorrel butter and razor-thin 
shavings of green almond; north Aegean octopus with tarhana; dried grey mullet 
roe, wild herbs and pickled cabbage; lamb with salted yogurt, plum leather and 
pomegranate syrup; fermented bulgur yogurt with apricots; and pungent Divle with 
the tiniest candied figs and honey, you can’t help but feel that the Mikla project — it 
doesn’t do it justice to simply call it a restaurant — is on the verge of something 
game-changing.

M i K L a  �5 Meşrutiyet Caddesi, istanbul, turkey. miklarestaurant.com

ta r a  s t e v e n s  is a food writer who divides her time between barcelona, spain and Fez, Morocco, where 
she runs a chefs in residence programme at restaurant numero 7 and a cooking school at her medina house 
dar namir. “i was completely intrigued by the similarities between turkey and Morocco, not least in terms 
of how traditional ingredients and recipes connect people. the Mikla project really hit home how essential 
it is that all of us who work in food should strive to protect and preserve these ancient culinary cultures. 
it’s like joining the dots, helping to give us a more profound understanding of a people and a place.”
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